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Chanel couture spring 2016 runway show

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Today in luxury marketing:

Think Tank: Douglas Hand on the challenge of M&A for namesake brands

In one of Shakespeare's most famous lines, Juliet maintains that a name is an artificial construct, a meaningless
convention. I suppose Juliet would have no problem selling her name to the highest bidder, per Women's Wear
Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Cara Delevingne brought her dog to the Chanel couture show

What with their Instagram accounts, clothing lines, and celebrity fans, it can feel like pets are people, toobut that
doesn't mean you expect to see them at fashion week. High-profile animals like Choupette Lagerfeld and Neville
Jacobs may rule Instagram, but rarely do they join their famous parents in the front row. Until now. This morning at
Chanel's eco-conscious Grand Palais spring 2016 couture collection, Cara Delevingne appeared with a special
friend in tow: her adopted mixed-breed pup, Leo, according to Vogue.

Click here to read the entire article on Vogue

The rich don't drive the luxury sector

If luxury spending was indeed driven by the rich, the luxury industry would be a niche sector serving a fortunate few,
rather than a dynamic, global business selling to a consumer market measured in millions, says Business of
Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

2016 will be the year of conversational commerce

Nearly a year ago, I wrote a post inventorying the forebears to what I believe has become the dominant trend of
consumer computing apps in 2016, a trend that I dubbed Conversational Commerce and have tracked with the
hashtag #ConvComm, reports Medium.

Click here to read the entire article on Medium
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